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CHAPTER-15
MIND-SET TREND
Highlights about the chapter MIND-SET TREND
in MATERIALISTIC UNIVERSE by Ramesh Varma.
Note: Chapter over MIND-SET TREND is not an encyclopedia. Challenger has illustrated only which relates to
the new or contrary findings/understandings with some existing references to make the subject understandable.

!

It is the mind-set trend and gang of snags which are
keeping away the World (Physicists/Astronomers and
the concerned) from correctly understanding the
subjects which have been challenged by the
Challenger. Description in short about the said fact and
gang of snags is not possible, so read under the
relevant chapters.
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CHAPTER - 15
MIND-SET TRAND
Why the World (Intellectuals, dictionary-words.
Astronomers, Scientists or
As regards to the subject Astronomy, Author had observed some
of the dictionary-words which may have put a dent in the brain
Students) could not realize the thought.
These words are God; Universal/fundamental forces;
Energy; Positively and Negatively charge particles/electrons; North
simple facts, which have been and
South magnetic poles; and Synchronized etc.
observed, concluded and
God:
If a person understands that The God has created the
challenged by the Challenger?
Sun, our Earth and the entire Universe; he/she can’t explore the
Universe.
There are numbers of factors and snags which are keeping the
World away from correctly understanding the subjects, which have
been challenged. Some factors have been stated in this chapter and
snags i.e., gang of snags and some other factors have been
illustrated in the chapter: MISCELLANEOUS OVER THE
DISCOVERIES AND CHALLENGED SUBJECTS.

1. Mind-set trend:
! Author had observed and concluded that the said fact is all due to
a mind and body set trend. This mind-set trend is an easy-mode to
think and to live. Also this mind-set trend makes the persons to rely on
others; others included thoughts, knowledge, person(s), devices,
tools, machines and now the computers.
Other devices which help human physically have already made a
loss to the physical strength of the related to life body, but now
computers would do a great harm to the mind and also to the body. By
the end of the 21st century most people would find problems in all
spheres. This human set-up would lead in towards the extinction of
human race.
It has been proved and now an established fact that slightly less
intake diet than required by the body is good for health and to achieve
longevity. The same principle is for the other materialistic
achievements or requirements by the human for better brain function.
The persons (Physicists/Astronomers/Concerned) who get-well; are
paid-well or earn-well or have even get more than the required; their
brain mostly work under the mind-set trend. And the persons who
are over the poverty line or below have no time to think other than for
the bread, shelter and other body needs. Persons from the middle
class who there are not satisfied with the existing earnings, they think
and look here and there thus some of them get the chance to think
over the subjects other than the mind-set trend. So the persons who
are in the middle income-group or are getting slightly lesser than the
required or getting reasonably, form a different group from which
some persons are likely to break the mind-set trend. Whereas
majority form a group of mind-set trend people, so a mind-set trend in
the World exists, which lasts for centuries till someone breaks the
trend.
! Why we (other than the children) are doing well
with the computers now?
Computer has just come in our life after the year 1960. We all
have been developed our self to work even without the help of
computers. The computer helped us to grow more and more, but the
coming generations would be developed with the help of computers,
their brain would not work much, they all would be depending upon
the computers help and knowledge. This would make them and their
generations brain- impotent.
Coming generation would be much weaker in the brainobservations than the present or the past-era persons.

2. Some dictionary-words used by the
World too forbid the persons to think
beyond the limit of the meaning of the
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Universal/fundamental forces: T h e r e a r e f o u r
fundamental forces (also known as Universal forces). They are the
strong nuclear, electromagnetic, weak nuclear and gravitational
forces. World by calling these forces as fundamental or Universal
forces has locked the brain of the concerned and coming generations
for not to think that why are these forces or what is causing these
forces? Challenger has observed and concluded by understanding
unique property of light/rays and states of the matter that there would
be only one Universal force or truth but not many like one God and
that force/truth is that the Universe is materialistic; there is nothing
like pure-energy, it is the white-matter which acts as energy.
Energy:
What harm has the words ‘Energy’ done in
understanding it only as energy and not a state of the matter; it has
been well explained under the relevant chapters.
Positively and negatively charge particles/
electrons: By stating that the positively and negatively charged
electrons attract each other to neutralize the effects, brain stops
seeking the reason because every one knows (+) and (-) cancels
each other and the result is zero.

North and south poles of the magnets: Explanation is
similar to above said and the practical illustrated under the Chapter
‘Magnetism’ proves the observation.
Synchronized with another body:
T h e
w o r d
'synchronized' has been used by the World, while it noticed some
orbital speeds of the two adjacent bodies like 'Earth and Moon' or
'Venus and Earth' synchronizing with each other. The use of the word
‘Synchronized’ must have locked the brain to think beyond this,
whereas the speed of the bodies are due to the facts as stated by the
Author.
Conclusion: Author had observed that the World could not
proceed ahead during the past without these words but their use must
not be understood as universal truth. Such words have set the mind to
a set-trend but now the Author had made an attempt to break this
pause of the knowledge. These words have not done much harm,
which the Computer-Animated programs would do and also are
doing.

3. Is computer-animated program a good
information provider and the best
understanding media?
World is thinking that computer-animated programs are good,
because these are easy to be understood by all. What so ever we
know or understand that all is based on the correct/false information
and knowledge we have at present. We were/are no where perfect
with the knowledge and nor-we will be ever in the future. Any
computer-animated program telecast over the TV or through any
media leaves a permanent scar of the knowledge over the minds of
the viewers irrespective of the correctness of the program. This all
would depend upon the knowledge of the producer. Such programs
shut the brain of viewers to think other than what they have seen over
the screen.
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During the past, imaginary stories had polluted the mind of the
generations and its scars are still in our minds. Any thing seen through
eyes leaves a greater impact than only heard; so computer-animated
programs would do greater harm beyond any limits.
While watching a computer-animated program, viewer forgets
that he/she is watching not a real film shot but understands it as real
fact. Most of the persons never realized and could not understand the
difference between a real-shot and computer-animated program.
Author has observed that it is must to stop this growing wrong trend.
Most of such computer-animated programs are over the future life of
the animals or human; journey to the distant stars and other heavenly
bodies etc.
Governments must ban or make a mandatory law that all
computer-animated programs would carry continues message over
a side of the screen.

COMPUTER-ANIMATED
This step would be helpful in guiding the coming generations from
the false understanding, considering it to be the true
shot/film/message.
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